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Abstract--A crucial step in the development of gamma-ray lasers will be the discovery of an
efficient mechanism for nuclear interlevel transfer. One promising mechanism uses the
near-field interaction between the nucleus and laser-driven collective electronic oscillations. I
prove an important theorem relating spatial and temporal harmonics: 2Z'-poles are driven only
at even multiples of the laser frequency, while 2z~÷ Z-poles are driven only at odd multiples of
the laser frequency. I comment on the theorem's relevance to a proposed interlevel-transfer
experiment.

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
In present gamma-ray-laser research, a good deal of attention is being given to schemes that involve
a transfer of population from a long-lived isomeric state to a short-lived excited nuclear state, l The
mechanism for effecting this interlevel transfer is still a subject of speculation. Numerous
mechanisms have been suggested, 2 but one currently attracting interest is coupling laser-driven
collective electronic oscillations 3 to nuclear transitions by the near-field interaction. 4 This is a
scheme by which the "big antenna" of the whole atom can be made to drive the "small antenna"
of the nucleus, thereby making the nucleus accessible to the intensities and quantum energies of
present-day lasers.
2. C O L L E C T I V E O S C I L L A T I O N
Two important effects can be accomplished by coupling laser-driven collective electronic
oscillations to the nucleus: (1) the electron motion can generate harmonics of the laser frequency
and (2) the electron motion can generate higher multipolarities in the electric field. This paper deals
with an important relationship between the two effects.
We need the generation of both temporal and spatial harmonics in order to drive interlevel
transfer with laser radiation. Because the nuclear transfer energy is likely to be several times the
laser quantum energy, the nucleus will have to couple to some multiple of the laser frequency. The
laser field is almost purely dipole because the wavelength will be large compared to the atomic
diameter. The transfer step is unlikely to be a dipole transition, so higher multipoles will have to
be generated by the electron-cloud oscillations.
If the magnetic interaction is small, nuclear electric 22~-poles can be driven only at even
harmonics of the laser frequency. For example, if our transition from the storage state to the upper
grasing level is quadrupole, then the energy of that transition must be 2, 4, 6, 8, --times hco of
the driving laser. Similarly, nuclear electric 2 u ÷ ~-poles can be driven only at odd harmonics of the
laser frequency. For example, if our transfer transition is octupole, its energy must be 1, 3, 5, 7,
--times hco of the laser.
Theorem

If collective electronic oscillations are driven by radiation with wavelength long compared to
atomic diameter, then the near field interaction will drive nuclear electric 22~-poles at even
harmonics and 22~+ '-poles at odd harmonics.
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Proof
Consider a wave E (r, t) = E0 exp i(k,r--ogt) and an atom with electron cloud density distribution pe(r). I f k is large compared to the cloud dimensions, then p e ( x , y , z, t) = p , [ - x , y , z, t + rr/og],
where we have chosen E(r, t) = Ex sin cot and the oscillations of the electron cloud have been
allowed to reach a steady state. Now the near-field interaction Hamiltonian between the nuclear
charge and electronic charge is
4re
2l + 1 ql.m QU. + inverse term + magnetic term,

m= l

H =

~
l=lm=-l

where
ql,,. =

fp.(r)

QLm =

f PAr)Y~,m(0,4>)
r-t

Y~,,.(O, ~b)r/d~ r2dr,

and
ldf~ r:dr,

p, (r) and pc(r) being the nuclear and electronic charge distributions, respectively, q~,mis the regular
nuclear multipole moment and Qu, is the irregular electronic multiple moment. The inverse term,
corresponding to electronic charge inside the nucleus, is small. So is the magnetic interaction term.
If 0 is measured from the positive x axis, then pe(r, O, d?, t) = pe[r, rt - O, ~a, t + (rr/og)], but the
electron cloud is cylindrically symmetric around the x axis, so we can also write
Re(r, O, ~, t) = Pelt, ~ -- O, ~ + ~, t + (n/og)]. The spherical harmonic parity is such that

E,m(0, ¢) = ( - 1)'Y,,m(z - 0, ~ + =),
SO
Ql, m(t) = ( - l)tQt,,,[t + (rt/o9)].

The Fourier coefficients are:

o9 I =/~ Qt,,,(t) sin pogt dt
ap - ---/'C d n/~
O9 0 n/w

bp - --

/'C

Qt,,.(t) cospogt dt.

|
d

~/~

Now sin pogt = ( - 1)p sin(pogt + p n ) = ( - 1~' sin{pog[t + (n/og)]}, so

f

O
_ ~/~

Ql,,,(t) sinpogt dt = ( - l)l( - l y

I~:/°j

Qu,(t) sin pogt dt,

Jo

and ap = 0 unless I and p are both odd or both even. Similarly, cos po9t = ( - 1)p cos{ po9 [t + (rt/o9)]}
and bp = 0 unless l and p are both odd or both even.
Thus, when expanded in a Fourier series, Q2,,,,(t) will have nonvanishing terms only for even
harmonics of o9, and Q2,+ t,m(t) will have nonvanishing terms only for odd harmonics of o9. So the
nuclear electric 22n-poles will only couple even harmonics and the 22n+ Lpoles will only coupled odd
harmonics, Q.E.D.
It is easy to show that the inverse term has the same symmetry properties. This theorem is
violated only if the magnetic term is large or pe(4~) departs substantially from pe(4) + 7t). The
extension to circular polarization is trivial.
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Experimentalists have proposed 5 to demonstrate laser-driven interlevel transfer by inducing
transitions from the ground state of U 235 to the first excited state at 75 eV. Activation would be
confirmed by observing the internal conversion electrons, which decay with a half-life of 26 min.
They plan to drive the transfer with a 248 nm laser. The 15th harmonic is nearly resonant with
the 75 eV transition, which is an electric octupole and allowed by this theorem.
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